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ferrimagnetic system, as shown in Fig, 1, This similarity
might lead one to suspect that the doubly triangular system
should reduce to one of the other two under certain simpli-

—* —■*fying restrictions. For example, if the vector sums /A, + M*
—* - *and Alz + are considered as the only interacting sublattices 

in the doubly triangular system, it is apparent that this 
reduces precisely to the two antiparallel sublattice system.

—# —• f-I

(a) Two sublattice (b) Triangular (o) Doubly tri
system system angular system

Fig. 1. Three types of ferrimagnetic systems.

—» —*If the combined branch Al/ ̂  were to interact with both 
i?2 and separately, this system should be identical with 
the triangular ferrimagnetic system.

Since systems (a) and (b) have both been completely 
solved, it should be possible to suspect some possible 
interesting results for the doubly triangular system by 
employing such analogies between the various cases. In
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CHAPTER II

MAGNETIC BB30HMCE

Any system which possesses an intrinsic magnetic 
moment will be subjected to a torque when placed in a mag
netic field. A simple example of such a system is a bar 
magnet suspended in a homogeneous magnetic field. The field 
exerts a torque on the magnet, thus tending to align the 
magnet with the direction of the applied field. The torque 
is given by the usual expression

Torque = ^ X/7, (2.1)
— 7 — *where A is the magnetic moment of the magnet, and H the 

applied field. The torque equals the time rate of change of 
angular momentum, in the usual language of classical 
mechanics.

In most cases, it is convenient to consider the mag
netic effects of a specimen in an external field in terms of 
its macroscopic porperties, such as the magnetic moment per 
unit volume (magnetization), instead of in terms of micro
scopic phenomena like electron spin. If we let 11 denote the 
magnetization of a sample subjected to a homogeneous field 
H, the equation of motion for the sample becomes.

/Z =. A] X /7 (2.2)
St

7
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where ?  represents the angular momentum, per unit volume. 
Suppose the sample is oriented in such a way that its mag
netization makes an angle S with a constant field in the z 
direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The angular momentum 
and magnetic moment are necessarily parallel, their ratio

r = m / j - (2.3)
being known as the gyromagnetio ratio. Substituting this 
into (2.2) yields

/aT = yfilxU. (2.4)
Ji

Fig. 2. Precession of a magnetization vector in an 
external field.

If we assume a time dependent solution such as 
/y f e , the three component equations of (2.4) become

t u> Aljc *  y H
i co — — y H (2.5)

Al* - O
The third equation immediately shows that the z-component of
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the magnetization is constant in time. Solving the first 
two for we get

M x= YlH%Mr./cJ- , 
ort cancelling and solving for co f we find that

vH , (2.6)
The eolation of (2,4) is a steady processional motion of M 
about the direction of H with an angular velocity <3 given 
by (2,6) and with M remaining at a constant angle & with if. 
The processional frequency is called the natural or the 
resonance frequency of the specimen.

Suppose that, in addition to a constant field in the 
z direction, a small oscillating field hx were applied along 
the x axis. Again assuming a time dependent solution of the 
form A1t* 'V e 4'*'*, we find that (2,4) yields new component 
equations as follows:

CcoMx ■=■ ,

(2.7)
L Ct) /VJg, — — V" A x .

If we assume hx, Mx , and My are all small compared with Hz 
and M z, then the third equation becomes negligible. As 
before, we substitute My from the second equation into the 
first and get

M*(l - ~ 'r'MtHi ky./u?.
Solving for the z-component of the aaaceptihility, M^/h^ vie 
get
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Xx = j!?l£ ■= Ala/W, _  j (2.8)

A* / - iU)/u)Qf
where £t)c = YHi denotes the natural or resonance frequency.^
As the frequency Cd of the oscillating field approaches the 
resonance frequency Ct}ot the sample will absorb more and more 
energy from the field, resulting in its shifting its own 
orientation in space. It will then have a different compon
ent of angular momentum along the z aria, and hence a dif
ferent energy.

This brief discussion on magnetic resonance and the 
two examples presented introduce most of the concepts which 
will be required later on. In the next chapter the pertinent 
details of ferrimagnetic theory will be discussed.

^Charles Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics 
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1959). 2nd ed,, p. 228.
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The triangular arrangement in Pig. 3(d) waa first 

suggested by Kittel and Yafet in an attempt to explain certain 
types of magnetic properties which did not appear in Eeel's 
original theory of ferrimagnetiam.^ The details of the tri
angular ferrimagnetic system will be considered in Chapter IV.

Mo

/k i\ ,

M,
—•> m2 Mi M a Mj
>

U \ V

I /Ml

Ur) Lc)
I s, —■>

' te)
]*

M,

Pig. 3. Schematic diagrams of several possible sublattice 
arrangements: (a) antiferromagnetic, (b)
ferrimagnetic, (c) doubly antiferromagnetic,
(d) triangular, and (e) doubly triangular.

THE MOLECULAR PIEU) APPROXIMATION

It was pointed out in Chapter I that Weiss, in trying 
to introduce a mechanism for ferromagnetism, assumed that the 
actual fields acting on the magnetic atoms of the specimen 
were composed of two parts, H - He + H^, where He is the ex-

Xafet and C. Kittel, Phys. Rev. 82., 290 (1952).
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ternal field, and an inner "molecular1* field, proportional 
to the magnetization. That is, J M, where X is a co
efficient of proportionality called the molecular field co
efficient and 2  is the magnetization. More recently. Heel 
and P, W, Anderson revised the original ideas of Weiss and 
applied their assumptions to actual magnetic crystals by 
using Heel's concept of unique interacting sublattices,5 
According to their postulate, the total field acting on a 
magnetic atom of the lattice should be

Hj - hi + AjK /1K . (3.1)
where /tjK is the molecular field coefficient for the field 
of the aut)lattice acting on the atoms of the aafo-
lattice, 2^ is the magnetization of the sublattice, and 
H is the total external field. It can be shown from the 
thermodynamical properties of the system, that •= Aji •
The molecular field coefficients are seen to be of two types. 
The first type is a measure of the magnitude of the 
intra-sublattice interaction, while the second kind, , 
gives the inter-sublattice effects. Hence, when one sums 
over all the sublattices as shown in (3.1), the total mole
cular field will be due to both inter and intra-sublattice 
fields. In order to agree with experiment, it is found that 
the molecular fields must be extremely large compared to any 
ordinary external field.

^P. W, Anderson, Phys. Bev. 705 (1950) •



THE TWO SUBMTTICE MODEL

To illustrate the ideas introduced thus far in this 
chapter, let us consider a simple two sublattice model, as 
shown in Eig. Mb). The total field acting on each sub- 
lattice is given by expanding equation (5.1):

H, "= H  + /)// /%, f ,
r? \ 77 , "i ~”> (5. 2)
Hx ~ H + /)Jz /Wy + /Wj .

Let us assume H to be a constant field in the z direction.
It must be mentioned that in such a case as this, we are
neglecting all demagnetizing and anisotropy fields. If (5.2)
is substituted into the equation of motion

JM./J-t- =  X Hi ,

one notices that the intra-sublattice fields vanish in the
vector product. All that remains are two coupled equations

/% = n * K 1 ,
r —» — »  ̂ —# 72 't (5*3)

Alj *= >1 l H + v)j/ Mi X .

If each of these equations is divided by its corresponding 
gyromagnetic ratio and both equations added together, we get

±[ A  + A.1 =  ( A f , f W ;  (5.4)
y, >2 J

where we have used the relation A,, - • Equation (5.4) la
very similar to (2.4) for a single sublattice. If we assume 
very strong coupling between the two sub lattices, we can 
treat the system in an approximate manner by writing



where J* •= {VL,/y] ) t ) is the total angular momentum
and M 1 - t 3^ the total magnetization of the system# Re
ferring to (2.6), the natural frequency of the strongly 
coupled system can be written

^  ^ *
where is an ,leffectivertgyromagnetic ratio for the
whole system, given by

% *  = # =  • (3-5) 
One might suspect a similar result for more complicated mag
netic systems. We shall show that this is the case for a 
triangular ferrimagnetic system, and from this one might 
postulate the existence of an effective gyromagnetic ratio 
for any system, although the form it may take might not be 
as simple an expression as (3#5)• Let us now look at some 
of the features of the triangular system#
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parallel to the total fields acting on them. If we do this, 
when the total external field is zero, we obtain several 
simplifying conditions which most hold at all timea:

\,A - A/j (4*1)
h H *  U . 2)

where 3^ denotes the static spontaneous magnetizations.
Since (4.2) is a vector equation, and since Mj® is in the z 
direction only, we get the following conditions on the com
ponents of the static magnetizations:

f A z  (wj* * =», (4.3)
Al/^ t  ̂ffljj + Mlj - o ’

' / (4*4)
One must keep in mind that these conditions hold only for the 
triangular arrangements.

The equations of motion for the sublattices under the 
influence of the external fields described above take the 
usual form

- K-WXHi. (4.5)
The effect of the external field is to induce a small com
ponent of magnetization, so that the total sub lattice mag
netization components can be written 
At/̂  - zW/x y M/p — /*?/<, j M//. - Ajf/p y- /tv,/
Aljf *= Al/je M/p - My f-̂ dp M/g = 'A'ljj 1- )
Mjx - Mix i’'*73iL) My - My -h Wy ; •

where are the large static components, m£z are small 
static components induced by the large constant field H, and
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oijj are small oscillating components. The m£z must be intro
duced to satisfy the requirement that m^j — 9 0 as h — » 0. 
Under this restriction, it is found that the satisfy the 
equations

t X2 2  ̂a j
3 3 / . \ (4.7)A/j /+*?,% f /fjj  ̂° •

Mow when ( ia substituted into the equations of 
motion (4#5), with the conditions (4.1), (4.3), (4.4) and 
(4.7) kept in mind, and assuming that m^j ^ e~LU>* ̂  hj , one 
gets the complete set of equations for the system. In this 
process, the equations are linearized by neglecting all 
terms of second order in ffljj.

This set of equations can be solved for several 
special cases. First, if one assumes that the gyromagnetio 
ratios for sublattices 2 and 3 are equal, that is, if >2 = >j, 
it turns out that the results reduce exactly to those for an 
antiparallel two sublattice system,*9 described by an effec
tive gyromagnetic ratio equal to (3.5).

When y} 9 the general solution of the triangular 
system yields a more complicated effective gyromagnetic ratio

u ‘81
where 0 - X2 2 JXu - . In addition, it is found
that there exist both longitudinal and transverse oscillating

^A. Eskowitz and E. £. Wangsneas, Phys. Rev. 107, 
379 (1957).
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magnetization componenta of the same frequency as the oscil
lating external field* The longitudinal component is paral
lel to the z direction, and arises from all three oscillating 
components of the field hx , hy, and hz* The transverse com
ponents lie in the x-y plane, and are also induced by all 
three components of the oscillating field* These results are 
indicated conveniently in tensor notation

Mi - A'/ k] ; *1 j - 'Z- . (4*9)
Several important special cases may be reviewed* 

First, consider the case when hz - 0, so that ii = hxi f hyj. 
Equation (4*9) reveals that there still exists an induced 
oscillating magnetization component in the z direction, a 
result that is not intuitively evident at first sight, This 
new effect was predicted by B* K. Wangsneas,^ and the reader 
may find a complete discussion of the effect in the litura- 
ture.

The second case arises when hx = hy = 0, so that 
h -=• hzk* Once again, a new effect appears in the production 
of oscillating magnetization components both parallel and 
perpendicular to the applied oscillating field.?

At this time, these predictions have not yet been 
experimentally verified. More experimentation is needed.

-

R. K. Wangsness, Phys. Rev. (in press).



CHAPTER V

THE DOUBLY TRIANGULAR PERRIMAGNETIC SYSTEM

In the previous chapter, some of the salient features 
of the triangular ferrimagnetic system have been discussed# 
Now we would like to extend the ideas of a triangular system 
to an arrangement consisting of two triangular branches#
This arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 4» where we 
denote the two triangular branches as A and B. The magneti-

A
Fig, 4* The doubly triangular arrangement#

zations of the two sublattices of each branch add vectorially 
to give a resultant magnetization for the branch. The net 
branch magnetizations are oriented antiparallel to each other. 
It must be pointed out that the sublattice magnetizations 
depicted in Fig. 4* are net ooplanar in general. However, 
since and are antiparallel, they define a plane in 
space. We choose to be in the positive z direction.

21
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Since resonance phenomena pertaining to this doubly 

triangular system are of primary interest, an external field 
consisting of a large static component in the z direction 
and a small arbitrarily-oriented oscillating component is 
applied over the specimen* If we take the molecular fields 
into account, the field acting on the i**1 sub lattice takes 
the form

where 2 e ̂  Hk ii is the total external, field applied across 
the specimen. The oscillating field 2  is very small compared 
to H, and each component hx , hy, hz is proportional to * 

The second term in (5*1) represents a sum of Weiss-type in
ternal fields arising from sub lattice interaction. The 
are the molecular field coefficients and Zj is the magneti
zation of the aublattice. When (5*1) la written, terms 
involving both inter and intra-sublattice interactions occur. 
It can be shown in general that /),y = /)yt- , but that /̂ly'
for 1 ̂  j unless the sublattices i and j are identical, which
we will assume not to be the case.

If we expand (5*1) and rearrange the terms, using
the fact that -f- and = My, we get
H, ~ t t (5*2*&)
H2 = /7c +■ t  / ly y M *  +  ;  ( 5 * 2 . b )

H j  -  /Ve i-  f / V j  ~  > ( 5 * 2 . 0  )

ffy ’ A; i- ^ A y / %  *■ * (h* ~ - (5*2.4)
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In the static case, when the external field is zero, 

the sublattice magnetizations must be parallel to the total 
fields acting on them. Applying this condition to equations 
(5»2), and denoting the static magnetization components by 
M*, we get four conditions on the static components;

A y / %  * (5.3»a)
Ai¥M; + -  » (5.3.I))

+ (A,j * ~ (5.3.o)
 ̂AjyMg + (Ajy- A3¥)mJ — <». (5.3.d)

These are vector equations. If the x, y, and z components 
of (5«3*a) are separated, we obtain these three conditions;

( A ,3 -  A ,s ) M ix  = o, (5.4.a)
(A,j - A,j) M y  =  a, (5.4.b)

t — O. (5.4.0)
Equations ( 4*a ) and (^.4*b) immediately indicate that 
Au = A,j • If a similar process is caried out for (5»3#b) 
through (5#3.d), it is found that A,a - • A/j - , and
Ajy - y) Jy, and that when all are combined we get

/'t/I = 'l/j = J  . (5.5 )
From (5« 4»°) and a similar result obtained from the z com
ponent of (5*3.b), two simultaneous equations relating the 
three remaining independent molecular field coefficients are 
obtained;

A,y A #  + A Mo - oj (5.6.a)
A v- /)j3 $B - o. (5.6.b)
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Sinoe any set of n simultaneous linear homogeneous equations 
in n unknowns has nontrivial solutions only if the determi

nant of the coefficients vanishes, a final relationship if 
found:

A = ^ 1 3  . (5»7)
It will be convenient to define

@ A/y - j (5*8»a)
so that M* + 0M Q = o. (5.8.b)

We have previously chosen and M-g to be parallel 
to the z axis. This being the case, we know immediately that

Mtx + — o ; + A/Iyj =- (5#9*a )
M;k / /V);x = o  ̂ My + My ~ a. (5.9.b)

Equations (5#5)» (5*8), and (5*9) will be of great importance 
in the remainder of this paper. These relationships were all 
extracted from the static case, when the external field over 
the specimen was zero.

How let the external field He - Hk + h be applied.
The sub lattice equations of motion for the system are of the 
usual form

Jm </H ~ /I,* X He J (5.10)
where >v is the gyromagnetic ratio of the i ^  sublattice, 
is the magnetization of the i**1 sublattice, and is the 
total field acting on the i ^  sub lattice, and is given ex
plicitly by (5*1)• This field causes the sublattice magneti
zations to be displaced slightly from their static equili-
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brium positions, and induces a small component of magneti
zation in each sablattice• The sublattice magnetizations 
can then be written as follows;

M.y - t j = -c,y, g-. (5.11)
Here we have denoted as the large static components, and 
m ij - niij ^ where m^j are very small static components
induced when H 7* 0, and m^j are the induced oscillating com
ponents# We have to introduce the small induced static com
ponents m^j so that the induced oscillating components will 
go to zero as h — » 0# This is a requirement unique to tri
angular arrangements, and is necessary to preserve the con
sistency of equations (5.10) when the small oscillating field 
is turned off. We assume that all the small oscillating com
ponents m^j are proportional to e ctot; that is, they vary as 
the field that induces them#

We are now ready to substitute (5*1) and (5#11) into 
the equations of motion (5#10), and obtain four equations, 
one for each sublattice# The first equation, for sublattice 
1 becomes
SMz/jt - t L i AhM, + A M2 + AMs + A/yMy)J
rr Yt\_/V\,A f M,X h + A X M2 > AM/X/Mj + (5# 12)

where we have used condition (5#5)* This is a vector equa
tion, and contains equations for the three components M-^, 
Miy, and Mlz# If we write these out, taking into account t 
(5*8), (5*9) and (5»11), plus the fact that Mr4'//£ - ,
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and keeping only first order terms in small q nan ties, we 
find that they take the form;

to o /m n /r ;  =* +  X )  +  A /y (*« /} t /*»<;t ) ]

-t A )]+'**'[ M, (5»13.a)

LCO/rtJy Jr"' =r —M l * [ / /  i  A /v ( w t *  + ' r*ty i) ]

+ X{.s h i j i 3 ^ vŷ tr*~~ s**/* yt (5*13*b )

i 'co/nĵ/y- - M,x t Af/Wjpt/my ) + + Wy)]
~My’[hx + A('*f/x + '**31 )  ̂ +'*frx)]• (5*13*0 )

There are nine more equations similar to (5.13), correspond
ing to the three components of Mg, and M^.

At this point, it is wise to check our system of 
equations to see if they comprise a consistent set, so that 
a solution would be possible• It is convenient to do this 
for a special case by letting h — »0, so that all the in
duced oscillating magnetization components m^j — > 0. When
this is done, all twelve equations become;
/w/y :  ̂ /̂/ A (/fji ^ A/? / ^ ) ]

”  [ A (sWy + ' W y )  + A/y ( 5 * 1 4 * & )

/m,y. O ~ + Afw/j t ) + A,v W O ?
+ Mi [ X tsw/x 1 A,*('”?£ //, (b)

^ t /i/y + /Wyj)}
~ A (s»t/x + ZW^) y- A/y } (c )
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/> fyx  ; CP -  t  + ' 0 7 s i ) J

"/%% f /) (s”7/J V **1?̂ + /)jj / 'WjtfJ) ~h M) (<i)

/ D ~ -^^[n + /) I'W/tf/Wfe) y- zL/Z^I
+'*73%)]— w/xtt) (e)

: o - [ /) i ̂ 4^} V- /taj f^vj, f ̂ °  j/
“ [  A (/>ft& + M * * )  + A as + ^ j% )] ) ( f )

z^J/k. o =■ /M̂ ,[h +  A (w r t/nfa) y-
''fo lz i L A ( /* 7/ y + M j j ) )  'h 

o - - m3; f// y /) (̂ /z* /  ̂ i b )  y A23 {/>*?/? /  ̂ / O ]
f ̂3i[) (/*9t* + Myi) + A1 3 ('”A +*n£)] - M  ĥ ̂

-. o -  y Aajfay+sHf̂ J
+ y Aisf'9*'* j (i)

/%fy%.' o = A/̂ ,//y y- /) f ^ / t )  y /)/f A%4y-/"%r#j7
+ + A/yfas)*^)) +/™*?y> (j)

: <p =  -  AJyx[  H t  A A t > g  f  z^ >£  J  f  / ) / y  ^  /» ? £ ? )]

+S /)ytL  A A%?j 1 )  +  A /v (/7rf'*  + '*7v°x)] " M) (k)

' & - MyiS-A{wSy++ A w + Myf)]
- 't y y j l  A [wjI / ) f A t v i ^ / i  f  ̂ y * ) ]  • (1)

If we add (5»14»a ) to (5*14*j) and (5*14*^) to (g), 
aaing onoe again conditions (5*9), we will get two equations;
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-(Mu ('"tyiflni}) f -t/wS)!-/- O  (5.15.a)
- (M)i + ̂ ji)^ i M>y)i (/My |3. (5»15»b)
If we add these and rearrange terms, this becomes
- hv (̂1* t Mii) + /I f/fyl + Asij]
~ (wy (fijjl /jjjt twy t/*Hy
The first two terms are identically zero because of (5.6). 
ie are left with the relation

(/»ly + - (wy-h/fUjj),
If this is substituted back into (5*3.5) and the terms re
arranged, we get the important result that

l'»>j f /»*£)= O  - - fa’ / / ^ ) ,  (5.16)
If a similar process is applied to equations (5*14*t>)» Ik),
(e), and (h), we also find that

{/»?,% - o = ~ (*”■>*+s»>3£). (5.17)
These two results, when substituted into equation (5*14) en
able us to considerably simplify the twelve equations of 
motion. It is immediately apparent that each of the z com
ponent equations are consistent. By now subtracting (5»14*j) 
from (a), (g) from (d), (k) from (b), and (h) from (e), we 
find that the small static magnetization components must 
satisfy the following conditions:
H{h  /\n(/*ii + ~  O, (5.18.a)
H [/ i J ) / /) f ) t /IjJ ('*r7fi ̂ )- o. 15.18.b)

These four conditions must be satisfied in order that a gen—
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eral solution to the coupled system exists#

In order to focus our attention on the equations of 
motion, let us put them in a compact form, using (5.18) and 
the following notation:

(5.19.a)
Bi - /I A/t* ; (b)
Ci - /) /%'r ; /= (3 (c)
Ot - /) ; f % 4 (d)

» /l/y K'2 J / = (y (e)
f" - /)/y I (f)

= /L? C ^ ^  J (g)
z = (h)

The equations of motion are a set of twelve simultaneous 
nonhomogeneous equations in twelve unknowns, the m^j’s# In 
order to save space, the complete set is written below in 
matrix notation, with the coefficient matrix given in terms 
of 15.19):

AX = Y, (5.20)

-Gr 0 /3, O B, - Ot O E, -Cr
-b,+H F -8, 0 Cz - & 0 C/ -Ft 0 F

6 - F 4, 0/ -0 0 £>/ - C / O & - A 0
O 6z -D* fa -fz 0 H a - v// 0 % -Dj

- % * 0 C j -Hi+H A* I, V / a O 7, - A O c 4
0, O <r, -I, tr, -z, O 0 a - C j 00 /?3 0 Hi <7» H y # (Z 0 0a0 c * Hi O -7, Ai - r . 'Bj 0 - c ^0 -d. 2, 0 -J, 7, - D a c? O
<5 f y 6 O ffv Dy 0 /Jy 0/ A* E - z / 60 P -<?y 0 ’ C/ 0 -Cz -a,** A - A

- &s F 0 -/)/ C z O - D t 4 O - e A
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X •=

01, y. Mjr k-& —
01,y. ■f WtA,— Ay.

m u
Wily01*1 and Y - fA”** MZXL — MS, Ay 
MU A,013X

-WslAi
-/m 3p V- MSify01 ji

Myf Jt-t
— Mjyhy-
MlytrAy0i<y. —

_ AlŷAx -
If the aublattice gyr©magnetic ratios are all dif

ferent, the solution of (5*20) entails the complete solution 
of a twelve by twelve system, which is completely beyond the 
scope of this paper. This is as far as one can go with the 
general problem of the doubly triangular system without 
explicitly solving (5.20). However, we can ask whether or 
not our equations for this general system will reduce to 
those of simpler systems under certain assumptions.

First, let us assume that the gyromagnetic ratios for 
both sublattices of the A branch in Fig. 4* are equal, that 
is, 77 = >y . Then, one can add corresponding component equa
tions (5.13) for these two sublattices. If we define

+ 1114j - • 3 - x,y,z, and add the z component equations
together, we will get

iu*kxfa - (5.21)
Similarly, combining the y and z component equations yields
i i o / rt = > ) ( / i i t  - t M j i j ]  f  h ? > (5*22)

^  = o. (5.23)
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The39 three equations and six others for sublattices 2 and 3 
reduce exactly to those previously found for the three sub- 
lattice triangular ferrimagnetic system.1 Hence, in the 
special case when y; = , the system acts just like a single
triangular system, with an effective gyromagnetic ratio given 
by (4*8)*

Hext consider the special case when yj = - Y# and
>2 - Then, by letting -t- m^ = and nfg + m^ - m^.
one can appropriately combine the corresponding component 
equations (5.13) such that the equations of motion reduce 
identically to those for a system of two antiparallel sub- 
lattices. This system would behave exactly like a two sub
lattice system having an effective gyromagnetic ratio given 
by (3.5).6

We can therefore conclude that the resonance behavior 
of the doubly triangular system is the same as that of simp
ler systems under appropriate conditions, in spite of the 
fact that its basic structure is more complex. However, 
nothing more specific can be determined unless the complete 
coupled set of equations (5*20) are solved.



CHAPTEH VI

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Although the complete solution of the equations of 
motion for the doubly triangular ferrimagnetic system was 
not found, several interesting properties of the system were 
uncovered in the process of our investigation. First, by 
considering the static case, when the total external field 
over the specimen was zero, we found that several of the 
molecular field coefficients had to be equal in order to 
satisfy the condition that the sublattice magnetizations be 
parallel to the local fields acting on them. This yielded 
the result that X/* = ~ A jy - A3y - A . Since A ,y ~ Ay*',
this tells us that the internal field acting on either sub- 
lattice of one triangular branch as a result of interaction 
with the two sublattices of the other branch will be equal. 
Moreover, this field enters into the problem as though it 
were an "effective11 field produced by a single sublattice 
whose magnetization is the sum of the two branch sublattices. 
It is also found that the intra-sublattice fields have no 
effect whatever on the resonance properties of the system, 
since they vanish in the vector product in the equations of 
motion (5.10).

Another interesting result from the static equilibrium
32
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case Is the manner in which the three different molecular 
field coefficients are related, i'rom equation (5*7) we have 
A * - A/y ^ A j. This is a result that is unique to a doubly 
triangular system. It also reduces the number of independ
ent molecular field coefficients for the system to two, an 
effect which would not be suspected at first glance.

The equilibrium state also reveals that the sum of 
the x components and the sum of the y components of the sta
tic magnetizations of each branch are zero. This result 
should have been qualitatively apparent from the manner in 
which the doubly triangular system was set up, for we requir
ed that the net branch magnetizations be antiparallel to 
each other.

When an external field consisting of a large constant 
component in the z direction and a small arbitrarily-oriented 
oscillating component of circular frequency cj was applied 
across the system, two effects occurred. First, the static 
sublattice magnetizations were displaced slightly from their 
natural positions. Second, the small oscillating field in
duced small oscillating magnetization components that varied 
directly as the field. Hence, each sublattioe magnetization 
component became a sum of three terms; + mJ^+m^j.
A similar situation was found to exist in the single tri
angular system.^

The complete set of equations of motion were then
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written oat in detail. Using the faot that all the small 
induced oscillating components of magnetization had to vanish 
as h — » 0, we obtained four conditions (5.18) which simpli
fied the general equations of motion. Thus, the set of 
twelve linear nonhom0gene0as equations of motion in twelve 
unknowns (the oscillating components of magnetization) were 
reduced to their final form. The complete solution of the 
system requires the solution of these twelve simultaneous 
equations, a problem much beyond the scope of this paper.

reduce the set of twelve equations to a set of six equations 
in six unknowns by eliminating, say, all the m^y from the x 
and z component equations, and by combining the z component 
equations to get

However, the set is still so unwieldly that it cannot be
solved very easily. Therefore, a complete solution to the
doubly triangular system was not attempted. Bather, it was
shown that our equations can be reduced exactly to those for
a three sublattice triangular system and a two antiparallel
sublattice system under the appropriate conditions.

T8ie could not calculate the resonance frequency, the
components of the susceptibility tensor, or an effective 
gyromagnetic ratio without explicitly solving the equations
of motion. However, we can discuss some interesting phenom

it might be remarked that it would be possible to
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ena on a qualitative basis. Fig. 5* shows schematically 
what happens to the system in the presence of the small os
cillating field. The individual sublattice magnetizations 
are set into forced precession about their static equilibrium 
positions. Each sublattice will possess an oscillating com-

Fig. Origin of oscillating magnetization components.

ponent in the z direction plus a component in the x-y plane. 
This should occur regardless of the orientation of h*, even 
in the special cases when h lies along the z axis or in the 
transverse x-y plane. Under these circumstances, one might 
expect all the components of the susceptibility tensor to be 
different from zero, although the exact values cannot be 
known without the complete solution of the equations of 
motion.

no conclusive experimental evidence for the existence of 
doubly triangular ferrimagnetic crystals. However, with the

Finally, it might be mentioned that there is as yet
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